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The reinforcement tendency of acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene/single-walled carbon nanotubes hybrid compo-
sites is investigated using universal tensile testing
machine. SWCNT are exfoliated in the ABS matrix at all
concentrations, however, selective localization of
SWCNT occurred in the SAN phase rather than the PB
phase of ABS. Although, glass transition temperature
of ABS remained intact by the incorporation of
SWCNTs, but mechanical properties are enhanced sig-
nificantly. The increase in tensile strength and Young’s
modulus of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites is up to
48% and 103%, respectively, at considerable loss of
strain at break inferring the restriction in the move-
ment of the ABS chains by anchoring them in the vicin-
ity of SWCNT. Modified rule of mixture (MRoM) model
is employed to predict the rate of increase in the
Young’s modulus (dY/dVf) of ABS/SWCNT hybrid com-
posites. The predicted trends are correlated well with
the experimental values of dY/dVf in the lower volume
fraction of SWCNT in ABS demonstrating the effective
load transfer from the polymer matrix to the nano-
tubes. POLYM. COMPOS., 39:E902–E908, 2018. VC 2017 Socie-
ty of Plastics Engineers

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid organic–inorganic composites have spawned

the research field owing to the achievement in reinforce-

ment efficacy at very low loading levels (<5 wt%). The

characteristics of the fillers such as filler size, shape,

loading levels, and its dispersion as well as filler-polymer

interactions play the major role in influencing the overall

physical and mechanical properties of the polymers. Com-

posites with various shapes of fillers like one-dimensional

(1D), two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional (3D)

have been incorporated in to different types of polymer

matrices to obtain their effect from thermal to thermome-

chanical or rheological properties [1–9]. Particularly, 2D

filler like graphene or layered clays and 1D like carbon

nanotubes were more prone to induce the mechanical

improvement in the polymer matrices [10–20]. Among

these geometric shapes, composites show the maximum

enhancement in their properties up to certain level of

loading depending on the aspect ratio of the filler i.e.

higher the aspect ratio; lower will be the concentration to

induce the maximum enhancement in the mechanical

properties.

Carbon nanotubes possess extraordinary mechanical

properties such as modulus �0.27 to 1.0 TPa and tensile

strength �11 to 63 GPa [21]. Although CNT is consid-

ered to be rigid and strong 1D cylindrical tubes but their

reinforcement efficiency depends on the preparation

method of composites, type of polymer, and type of func-

tional moieties present on the surface of CNT to interact

with the polymer chains. Recently, Puch and Hopmann

[22] reported 25% increase in the tensile modulus of

PA6/CNT up to 3.5 vol% while the tensile strength did

not change in this range. While, Chen et al. [23] men-

tioned 87% and 69% increase of tensile modulus and ten-

sile strength, respectively, up to 2 wt% for PA6/CNT

composites due to the functionalization of amine groups

on to CNT facilitating the interaction among filler and

polymer chains. Additionally, the composite preparation

method such as melt or solution method may also cause

the variance in the improvement of the properties

[24–26].
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In this research work, the reinforcement effect of

SWCNT in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) matrix

is investigated. ABS copolymer is widely used due to its

unique combinatorial properties of three different polymer

systems giving high toughness along with good chemical

resistance [27, 28]. SWCNT were dispersed uniformly in

the SAN phase instead of PB phase. The mechanical

properties of ABS are enhanced enormously in the pres-

ence of SWCNT. The increase in the mechanical proper-

ties is high at lower concentrations than at high

concentrations of the nanofiller and plausible mechanism

of enhancing the properties is also discussed. Moreover,

the rate of increase in the Young’s modulus (dY/dVf) is a

clear indicator of reinforcement trend and therefore, mod-

ified rule of mixture (MRoM) model is employed to pre-

dict the rate of increase of Young’s modulus. The

experimental rate of increase in the degree of reinforce-

ment is correlated well with theoretical prediction of

MRoM in the lower volume fraction demonstrating the

effective load transfer from the polymer matrix to the

nanotubes.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

ABS granules (PA-747, MFI 5 1.1 g/10 min) were

commercially provided by Zhenjiang ChiMei Co. Ltd.

China. Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) having

inner diameter of 1.1 to 2.3 nm, and average length of

�5.0 lm were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. The

density of SWCNT was 2.2 g/cm3. The percentage of

SWCNT in ABS was kept as 0.05, 0.24, 0.5, and 1.2

vol%, respectively.

Sample Preparation

For well dispersion of SWCNT in to ABS, the solvent

casting method was used. ABS and SWCNT were dried

for 5 h at 608C before mixing to minimize the moisture

content. The weighed amount of ABS was dissolved in

1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) and predetermined amount of

SWCNT was mixed in the ABS solution. The solution

was stirred for 24 h and sonicated for 1 h. The solution

was casted at room temperature in a glass petri dish and

left overnight for evaporation of solvent. Then the sam-

ples were placed in a vacuum oven at 708C for 5 h to

remove any remaining traces of solvent. The casted films

were of 120 mm thickness and the samples were cut from

the casted films of ABS and its composites for further

characterization.

Characterization Techniques

X-ray Diffraction. X-ray diffraction patterns were mea-

sured at room temperature using a Theta-Theta instrument

by STOE-Germany with a Cu-Ka Radiations

(k 5 0.15418 nm) with an operating voltage and current

of 40 kV and 40 mA, respectively, which uses a scintilla-

tion counter. The scanning rate was 28/min over the range

2H 5 58 to 408.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The morpholo-

gies of ABS and its nanocomposites were investigated

using a JOEL JSM-6490A Analytical Scanning Electron

Microscope. The samples were frozen by dipping in liq-

uid Nitrogen and broken to generate the fresh surface.

The samples were mounted on the Al stubs and coated

with gold using a JOEL JFC-1500 Ion Sputtering device.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The thermal

behavior was investigated using DSC (TA Q10) equipped

with Liquid N2. Dry N2 gas was purged through DSC fur-

nace at flow rate of 10 mL/min. The mass of the samples

was kept �5 mg and heating rate of 108C/min was used.

The temperature and heat flow rates were calibrated with

indium and zinc standards.

Mechanical Properties. The tensile properties of ABS

and its nanocomposite films were determined using

Trapezium-X Universal Testing Machine (AG-20KNXD

Plus) manufactured by Shimadzu Co. at a crosshead speed

of 2 mm per minute (ASTM D882). The specimens used

in these tests were prepared by cutting strips with dimen-

sions of 80 3 10 3 0.12 mm3 (length 3 width 3 thick-

ness) with a gauge length of 20 mm (ASTM D6287). All

the samples were tested at room temperature and at least

five samples were used to obtain an average value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure and Morphology of ABS/SWCNT Hybrid
Composites

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns

of ABS and its hybrid composites with single walled car-

bon nanotubes (SWCNT) at various concentrations. The

graphitic peak of neat SWCNT appears at 2H 5 25.98

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns at different concentration of ABS/

SWCNT hybrid composites.
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whereas, the broad peak appears at 2H 5 208 for neat

ABS indicating its amorphous structure. For hybrid com-

posites of ABS/SWCNT, the disappearance of the gra-

phitic peak clearly indicates the complete exfoliation of

SWCNT in the ABS matrix for all the concentrations.

Moreover, for ABS/SWCNT (1.2 vol%), small peak

appears at 2H 5 21.58 and 23.88 inferring the ordering of

the ABS chains in the presence of nanotubes. Notably,

slight intensity of the peak for neat ABS is indicated by

the arrows inferring the presence of localized ordering of

the chains. However, the peak intensity increases by

increasing the amount of SWCNT in ABS. Possibly, the

phenyl and/or the nitrile groups of SAN phase in ABS

arranges along the nanotubes due to their polar nature,

eventually opting certain ordering of the chains to give

some extent of crystallization in the ABS/SWCNT hybrid

composites.

Figure 2 shows the SEM morphology for the disper-

sion of SWCNT in ABS matrix. In neat ABS, the sea-

islands type of morphology is discernable in which poly-

butadiene (PB) islands in the form of nearly circular

region are appearing in the sea of continuous SAN phase

(Fig. 2a). The incorporation of SWCNT in ABS is dis-

persed randomly and uniformly throughout the matrix

(Fig. 2b and c). However, the nanotubes are residing in

the SAN phase as well as surrounding the PB phase as

marked by arrows inferring the selective localization of

nanotubes. Recently, M. H. Al-Saleh et al. [29] reported

the dispersion of MWCNT in the SAN phase instead of

PB phase of the ABS matrix. Moreover, Gao et al. [30]

mentioned that in ABS, strong p-p interactions exists

between the graphitic structure of graphene and the phe-

nyl rings of SAN chains due to which the graphene layers

were located in the SAN phase rather than in the PB

phase. Therefore, SWCNT preferably reside in the SAN

phase due to the non-covalent interactions among the gra-

phitic structure of nanotubes and phenyl groups of SAN

in ABS.

Thermal Behavior of ABS/SWCNT Hybrid Composites

The DSC graphs of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites

at various concentrations are shown in Figure 3. The val-

ue of glass transition temperature (Tg) for all the samples

is determined from the midpoints of the downward step

of the graphs. The Tg of neat ABS is 104.58C and by the

incorporation of SWCNT up to 0.24 vol%, the Tg is

enhanced to 109.48C indicating the constraining of chain

mobility owing to the well dispersion of SWCNT at low-

er concentrations. Whereas, with further increase of

SWCNT, Tg of ABS is decreased to 1058C, possibly due

to the agglomeration at relatively higher concentrations.

Usually, the decrease or increase as well as no change in

the Tg of various polymer nanocomposites are reported

[31–34]. For instance, Mari and Schaller [35] reported no

difference in the Tg of ABS/CNTs composites at different

concentrations determined by DSC. However, Yang et al.

[36] investigated ABS/SWCNT composites and men-

tioned slight increase up to 68C in the Tg value of ABS

with increasing concentration of SWCNT to 10 wt%.

FIG. 2. SEM images of (a) neat ABS, (b) ABS/SWCNT at 0.24 vol%,

and (c) ABS/SWCNT at 0.5 vol%.

FIG. 3. DSC thermograms at different concentrations of ABS/SWCNT

hybrid composites.
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Additionally, there is an appearance of small endother-

mic peak around 1438C for ABS as well as ABS/SWCNT

hybrid composites demonstrating the melting of the crys-

tallites formed during the solidification of the samples.

Clearly, DSC results are consistent with the X-ray results

(Fig. 1) showing certain extent of crystallization in ABS/

SWCNT composites. Sing et al. [37] also found similar

results for ABS/MWCNT, having small endothermic peak

around 1408C pertaining to the melting of the crystallites

although no change in the Tg value of ABS occurred by

the incorporation of 1.0 wt% of MWCNTs. Moreover,

Jang et al. [38] reported ABS/nanoclay composites in

which stretching of the phenyl and/or nitrile groups of

SAN phase along the nanoclay layers was observed by

FTIR spectra. Thereby, conjecturing that due to the polar

nature of the phenyl and/or nitrile groups and their nonco-

valent interactions among ABS and the graphitic structure

of the carbon nanotubes, the chains are arranged to give

some extent of crystallization.

In our composite system, despite the well dispersion of

the SWCNT in ABS matrix, although Tg remained

unchanged but its influence on the mechanical properties

of the ABS might vary which is further investigated and

discussed.

Mechanical Properties of Hybrid Composites

Figure 4 shows the stress–strain graphs of ABS/

SWCNT composites at different concentrations. Overall,

the tensile properties of ABS are enhanced by the incor-

poration of SWCNT. The tensile strength of ABS/

SWCNT composites (Fig. 5a) is concentration dependent.

The maximum tensile strength of ABS is obtained up till

1.0 wt% of SWCNT, increasing up to 48% from 20.5 to

30.4 MPa. At higher concentration of SWCNT up to 2.5

wt%, the tensile strength of ABS hybrid composites is

reduced to 20.7 MPa due to the possibility of agglomera-

tion of the nanotubes in the matrix. Moreover, the strain

at break of the ABS matrix is reduced with the addition

of SWCNT (Fig. 5b). The maximum reduction of strain

at break is up to 50% from 10.7 to 5.4% at 2.5 wt% of

SWCNT in ABS matrix, attributing to the restriction in

the movement of the polymer chains by anchoring them

in the vicinity of SWCNT.

Furthermore, up to 1.0 wt% concentration of ABS/

SWCNT hybrid composites, the Young’s modulus is

enhanced by about 103% from 511 to 1038 MPa (Fig. 6).

Whereas increasing the SWCNT up to 2.5 wt%, the ten-

sile modulus is decreased to 708 MPa, owing to the

agglomeration of the nanotubes at higher concentrations.

Recently, Heo et al. [39] reported the tensile properties of

ABS/C18-graphene in which tensile modulus was

increased by about 20% with the addition of 1.0 wt%

nanofiller. While by increasing the concentration up to

3.0 wt% of C18-graphene, the tensile modulus was

reduced. However, Al-Saleh et al. [40] mentioned the

increase of tensile modulus up to 107% by the addition of

10 wt% of MWCNT in ABS matrix pertaining to the well

dispersion and interaction of MWCNTs in ABS matrix at

such higher concentration. Notably, the increase of tensile

modulus of ABS/MWCNTs at 10 wt% is in the similar

range which we have achieved at 1.0 wt% of SWCNT

concentration. It clearly demonstrates that controlling the

dispersion and interaction of the carbon nanotubes in the

FIG. 4. The stress versus strain curves at various concentrations of

ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites.

FIG. 5. The values of ABS/SWCNT obtained from the stress–strain

curves for (a) tensile strength and (b) elongation at break.
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ABS matrix, the enhancement in the mechanical proper-

ties can be achieved at much lower concentration. Addi-

tionally, the possibility of agglomeration or cluster

formation of the carbon nanotubes would eventually

reduce the mechanical properties of the polymer system.

The simplest possible theoretical explanation for rein-

forcement tendencies can be obtained on the basis of

modified rule of mixtures (MRoM) given as under [41],

YcðMRoMÞ5ðgg0YF2YMÞVf1YM (1)

where YC, YF, YM, and Vf are Young’s modulus of the

composite, filler, polymer matrix and volume fraction of

filler, respectively. In the above expression, g0 is an ori-

entation efficiency factor that is considered 0.2 for the

random distribution of carbon nanotubes in the polymer

matrix [42]. g is depicted as length efficiency factor. This

term evaluates the matrix-fiber stress transfer effect,

mainly dependent on the aspect ratio and Young’s modu-

lus of the filler along with the shear modulus of polymer

matrix. The mathematical expression for length efficiency

factor is presented as Ref. 43,

gðMRoMÞ512
tan hðnL=dÞ

nL=d
(2)

where,

n5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GPVf

Yfð12VfÞ

s
(3)

The term GP represents the shear modulus of polymer

matrix. Here in our case, the shear modulus of ABS is

calculated to be 0.189 by using the following relationship,

YP52GPð11mÞ where t is the Poisson ratio of ABS.

Aspect ratio is given as L/d, where L is the length and d
is the diameter of SWCNT.

To analyze the reinforcement effect of ABS/SWCNT

hybrid composites on the basis of MRoM model, the

experimentally found Young’s modulus value of 511 MPa

for ABS is used. The length of the SWCNT used in this

work is varied �3.0, 5.0, and 10 mm along with the diam-

eter of 1.1 and 2.3 nm. The Young’s modulus value range

for SWCNT is �1000 GPa [21, 44]. Figure 6 shows the

experimental results for the Young’s modulus of ABS/

SWCNT hybrid composites. The Young’s modulus values

peak up as a function of SWCNT vol. fraction and maxi-

mum value of 1037 MPa is attained at 0.005 Vf. The rate

of increase of Young’s modulus (dY/dVf) is a clear indica-

tor of the reinforcement trend. Differentiating the Eq. 1,

we get

dY

dVf

ðMRoMÞ � gg0YF2YM (4)

The experimental dY/dVf is around 128 GPa. The rate of

reinforcement using MRoM model predicts the degree of

reinforcement in the linear region. At L 5 3.0 mm, dY/dVf

lies in the range of 48 to 178 GPa for d 5 1.1 to 2.3 nm

up to 0.005 Vf ABS/SWCNT composites. Increasing the

L 5 5.0 mm, dY/dVf is raised to 125 to 364 GPa for

d 5 1.1 to 2.3 nm. By further increasing the L 5 10.0mm,

dY/dVf is enhanced to 342 to 689 GPa for d 5 1.1 to

2.3 nm. It clearly demonstrates that increasing the aspect

ratio of SWCNT, the rate of increase in the degree of

reinforcement would also enhance. In our case,

FIG. 6. The values of tensile modulus obtained from the stress–strain

curves at various concentrations of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites.

The solid red line depicts the experimental rate of Young’s modulus

(dY/dVf). MRoM model predicts the rate of increase of Young’s modulus

for differing the length of carbon nanotubes of (a) 3 mm, (b) 5 mm, and

(c) 10 mm. The black and blue lines represent the theoretically calculat-

ed rate of increase in the Youngs modulus at 1.1 nm and 2.3 nm of

nanotubes diameter, respectively.
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considering the L 5 5.0 mm with d 5 2.3 nm matches

more closely the predicted value of dY/dVf with the

experimental value of 128 GPa in the linear region up to

0.005 Vf of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites.

Figure 7 shows the schematic for depicting the rein-

forcement effect at lower and higher concentrations of

SWCNT in ABS. The factors contributing to the rein-

forcement efficiency are (i) well dispersion of the carbon

nanotubes and (ii) good interfacial adhesion among car-

bon nanotubes and polymer matrix. As a result of well

dispersion of the filler, the polymer chains can be

anchored, giving rise to the reinforcement tendency [45].

While with good adhesion of the filler and matrix, the

load can effectively be transferred from polymer matrix

to the filler. Therefore, fulfilling both of these factors

would overall enhance the tensile strength and modulus

of the system in comparison with the neat polymer. In

our system, SWCNT have noncovalent interactions with

the ABS matrix, facilitating the adhesion of the ABS

chains with the carbon nanotubes. Moreover, well disper-

sion is achieved at lower concentrations up to 1.0 wt%,

resulting in the enhancement of the tensile strength and

modulus. While, at higher concentrations, the nanotubes

are stacked together owing to their van der Waals forces

causing the agglomeration of the SWCNT. Thereby, the

tensile strength and modulus of the system is reduced

because agglomeration avoids the effective stress distribu-

tion and introduces the stress concentration centers for

weakening the matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

The reinforcement effect induced by single walled car-

bon nanotubes (SWCNT) in acrylonitrile butadiene sty-

rene (ABS) is investigated in this research work. The

hybrid composites of ABS/SWCNT are prepared by solu-

tion casting method. In X-ray diffraction graphs, the

absence of graphitic peak of SWCNT clearly infers the

exfoliation of the nanotubes in the ABS matrix at all con-

centrations. SEM images show the selective localization

of SWCNT in ABS in which nanotubes are preferably

residing in the SAN phase rather than PB phase of ABS

matrix possibly due to the non-covalent interactions

among the graphitic structure of nanotubes and phenyl

groups of SAN in ABS. Although, the glass transition

temperature of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites remained

unchanged but the mechanical properties are enhanced

significantly. The increase in tensile strength and Young’s

modulus of ABS/SWCNT hybrid composites was up to

48% and 103%, respectively. The rate of increase in the

Young’s modulus (dY/dVf) is a clear indicator of rein-

forcement trend and modified rule of mixture (MRoM) is

employed to correlate the experimental findings with the

theoretical approach. At lower volume fraction of

SWCNT in ABS, the experimental values of dY/dVf

matches well with the theoretical values obtained from

MRoM model owing to better interaction and dispersion

of the nanotubes in the ABS matrix.
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